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1. The synonym of “Impost” is: 

(A) fertilizer  (B) dispatch   (C) tax   (D) postage 

2. The antonym of “Bland” is: 

(A) blah  (B) insipid  (C) tame  (D) lively 

3. Choose the correctly spelt word out of the following words. 

(A) unanimity  (B) acidental   (C) diminish   (D) treacherous 

4. Sue passed Ann the ball.(The bold part of this sentence is called…..) 

 (A) cognate object  (B) complement  (C) adjunct   (D) indirect object 

5. From the options given below, choose the one that sums up the meaning of the given phrase below. 

Being afraid of water or being near water 

(A) Xenophobia (B) Autophobia   (C) Aquaphobia   (D) Monophobia 

6. From the options given below, choose the one that sums up the meaning of the given idiom below. 

To show one’s mettle 

(A) to defy   (B) to begin anew (C) to surpass  (D) to show one’s spirit 

7. Change the following sentence into Indirect speech. 

They said, “We are taking the medicines every day.” 

(A) They said that they were taking the medicines every day. 

(B) They said that we were taking the medicines every day. 

(C) They said that they are taking the medicines every day. 

(D) They said that we are taking the medicines every day. 

8. Change the following sentence into passive voice. 

The child’s shrill wail broke the silence. 

(A) The silence was being broken by the child’s shrill wail. 

(B) The child’s shrill wail was broken by the silence. 

(C) The silence was broken by the child’s shrill wail. 

(D) The silence was being broken by the child’s shrill wail. 

9. She was educated ________ the law. (Fill in the blank with suitable preposition) 

(A) on  (B) for   (C) by   (D) off 

10. He was trained ________ lectureship. (Fill in the blank with suitable preposition) 

(A) off  (B) by    (C) at   (D) for 
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11. They have _______ the electricity connection because the Mehras have not paid the bills. (Fill in the 

blank with suitable phrasal verb) 

(A) fall out   (B) turned off   (C) cut off   (D) sorted out 

12. The short-term priority is to remove ________ clauses in policies and ________ coverage to as many 

people as possible. (Fill in the blanks) 

(A) defamatory, exempt    

(B) discriminatory, expand  

(C) enriching, withheld   

(D) degrading, magnifies 

13. From the options given below, choose the one that sums up the meaning of the given idiom below. 

To join forces with 

(A) to become associated with 

(B) to make a gesture of peace 

(C) to create a disturbance 

(D) to keep in check 

14. From the options given below, choose the one that sums up the meaning of the given phrase below. 

That which cannot be admitted or allowed 

(A) inevitable (B) inadmissible  (C) inexplicable  (D) illegible 

15. The meaning of the phrasal verb “chip in” means 

(A) rely on   (B) consume less  (C) interrupt   (D) help 

 

ANSWER KEY 

1 C 9 B 

2 D 10 D 

3 A 11 C 

4 D 12 B 

5 C 13 A 

6 D 14 B 

7 A 15 D 

8 C 

   

 

ALL THE POWER IS WITHIN YOU; YOU CAN DO ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING BELIEVE IN THAT; DON’T 

BELIEVE THAT YOU ARE WEAK. STAND UP AND EXPRESS THE DIVINITY WITHIN YOU”
 ******************************* 
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